Fifth Graders Develop Important Writing Skills
The fifth graders are learning to live the life of a writer this year as they experience the
complete writing process—from brainstorming to publishing. They are finding that
inspiration may spring from the most mundane sources, whether it’s an ordinary day at
school, a pet, or a favorite hobby. Students are learning how to add voice, style, and
sensory details to make their writing come alive. They are also learning that writing is
hard work, requires constant improvement, and involves skillful organization and the
ability to meet deadlines.
So far students have completed several writing projects in Language Arts and Social
Studies. The work we have chosen to share with our newsletter readers includes research,
poems, and essays about our pet banana slug, some reflections on what it’s like to be a
fifth grader, and a sampling of our personal narrative essays.
What It’s Like…Being a Fifth Grader
By Sarah Amir, 5B
Being a fifth grader is great, but there are a few difficulties. One cool thing about
being a fifth grader is that we’re sort of counted as upper graders….I think. It’s really
weird seeing new fourth graders, and it’s really, really weird seeing myself as a fifth
grader.
I now have part-time teachers and more responsibility. This can be hard
sometimes, but other times it’s easy. Now we can join Safety Patrol, and we’re one year
closer to maybe having our names on the high honor roll list!
I remember Ms. Shariff at the beginning of the year in fourth grade when we did
all of those crazy tricks. She said, “You’re fourth graders now! You don’t act like that!”
But we did anyway, and at the end of the year, she said, “You’re almost fifth graders
now! You don’t act like that!”
This year, we really don’t do any of those silly acts. I guess fifth graders are way
different than fourth graders. Well….at least I think I am!
Being a Fifth Grader
By Fatima Yousuf, 5B
Being a fifth grader is not easy
In fact, it will make you feel queasy.
Teachers and books are everywhere!
Directions are said here and there.
There’s not much time to do the work.
Everything will make you crazy.
There’s a planner,
Which isn’t much help.

You’ll have to rush everywhere,
Classes, classes here and there!
Oh no! Where’s my planner?
Projects, project—a whole bunch of them!
Which one should I begin first?
You’ll always forget when it’s due!
Note it down in your planner too!
Fourth graders, now that you know,
BEWARE!
Being a fifth grader is not easy,
In fact, I’m still a little queasy!

A Day to Remember
By Isra Karampurwala, 5A
“What would it be like?” This thought fluttered in my head like butterflies. I was
thinking about my first day at Granada Islamic School. This was a new experience for
me, since I had been in my old school since Pre-K. I knew everyone there, and everyone
knew me. I practically grew up there. Who knows? Maybe I won’t make any friends at
my new school. Maybe I will.
My parents decided to move me to Granada because we had just moved to
Redwood City so that my brother could attend high school there. It was easier for my
parents to commute to Granada than to my old school.
I woke up on my first day of school feeling queasy and excited at the same time. I
was as nervous as a deer being chased by a vicious lion, because I didn’t know any
student’s or teachers. I was expected because I had a lot of new school supplies, and I
was looking forward to maybe making a new friend.
I got out of bed and started to get ready. As soon as I hopped into the car, I
wondered what kind of day awaited me. Luckily my curiosity could hold until I got to my
new school. I asked for directions to my class, which was 5A. As I stepped into my new
class, I wanted to run back home. I didn’t know anyone and it seemed as though everyone
had their own friend. My teacher looked nice, so I asked here where my seat was. She
showed me, and I started to upack my books. Two girls happily skipped toward me. One
of them sat in front of me and the other was her friend. Both of them smiled warmly at
me.
“Hi! My name is Sara Noor, and this is Sajaa,” one of the girls said. Sajaa waved
sweetly, and I knew that she and Sara Noor could be my friends. Another girl introduced
herself as Farah. At recess I met other girls who were nice too.

My anxiety about my teachers melted away too. All of them have different
personalities, but they one thing in common: all of them are nice. I enjoyed all of my
subjects that day.
On my very first day of school, I made many friends. I was looking forward to my
second day. I didn’t know anyone at first, but in the blink of an eye I had made friends. It
turned out that my first day wasn’t bad at all.

My First Time Flying a Remote Control Plane
By Rizq Khateeb, 5B
Last Sunday, when I woke up I was really excited to go for my first RC plane
flying lesson at Baylands Park. I gobbled up my granola bar and headed to the park with
my Dad as I wondered if the planes would be difficult to fly.
As usual, we were one of the first to arrive. I met my friends Ali, Fahad, and
Muzakkir. Soon, Brother Ali, our instructor, arrived with his RC planes. Brother Ali is
very interested in aeronautics and has been leading the Aeronautics Club at GIS for many
years.
Brother Ali showed us the RC planes we were going to fly. It was basic compact
junk, unlike his navy military jet. He explained how to use the controls. They were easy
to understand. I listened keenly to the instructions and waited patiently for my turn.
Brother Ali guided the plane to a high altitude and gave me the controls. I thought
to myself, “Sergeant Rizq, you’re on!” I tried following his directions, when suddenly the
plane glided down towards the huge trees. Brother Ali took the controls and guided it
through the big trees and returned the controls to “Sergeant Rizq.”
I couldn’t believe my fifteen minutes were up. Brother Ali was exhilarated with
my flying and so was I. Now I feel like a true pilot, and I can’t wait to build my own RC
plane.

How We Got Our Class Pet Banana Slug
By Ayah Hilali, 5B
After several days of asking if we could get a class pet, Khala Kim walked in with
a container in her hand. Inside there was a slimy, bright yellow creature. We asked her
what it was, and she told us it was a banana slug!
All you could hear after that was: “EEW!” or “Cool!” or “Awww!” I love banana
slugs—they’re just so cute! But we were all happy that we got a class pet.
Then Khala Kim told us that 5A had named him Mr. Slugster Peel, but 5B would
get to choose his nickname. We listed about 14 possible names on the board, but we
narrowed it down by voting. The winning nickname was my suggestion—“Slugstein.”
This is now his official nickname. Now we see that slow, slimy creature eat and sleep
every day.

Slugster the Banana Slug
By Mehdi Ali, 5A
Slugster is a banana slug. He eats cucumbers. We voted on his name, and Mr. Slugster
Peel won. Slugster has two eyestalks and two antennae. He is bright yellow, although
other banana slugs may have brown spots. Some might say slugs are boring to have as
pets, but sometimes they are fun to watch. Slugs are unique pets because not many people
have them. I think Slugster is a really cool banana slug.
Banana Slugs
By Tooba Saleem, 5B
Banana slugs are very stretchy. Their most common color is a shade of yellow or
yellow-green. Sometimes they are white, brown, or spotted. They are extremely slow.
They also protect themselves in a unique way. If someone tries to hurt them or touch
them, they produce slime—and it’s not just any slime—it’s extremely sticky slime! If you
get the slime on your hands, it’s hard to get it off. It would make very fine glue.
Banana slugs need a moist environment, but they can’t breathe under water. If
they don’t have moisture, they will dry up and die. Banana slugs mostly live in forests
where it is shady and moist.
Slugs are very interesting,slimy creatures. You may want to learn more about
them.
Slugster the Great: As Told by Slugster’s New Friend, the Garden Slug
By Bilal Malik, 5B
Slugster is a really good friend and companion. He shares his food with me, and
he always gives me good advice, such as, “Don’t pay too much attention to these naughty
fifth graders!”
Slugster is really long and yellow. Compared to me, he is a giant. I’m just a tiny
little brown garden slug, only about an inch long. I’m not allowed to call him by his first
name. I am supposed to call him “Mr. Slugster Peel” as a form of respect. Mr. Slugster
Peel is a very respected member of my community of plant decomposers, ever since he
moved out of that lunch container into this small tank. Mr. Slugster is really awesome.

